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Rifampin-resistant tuberculosis (RR-TB) is a key 
contributor to global antimicrobial resistance; 

>400,000 persons had RR-TB in 2020, nearly 40% of 
whom probably died as a result (1). More than 57% 
of those who have RR-TB disease are not enrolled in 
RR-TB treatment, including those who are not treated 
for tuberculosis (TB) at all and those who are inap-
propriately given treatments for rifampin-susceptible 
TB (RS-TB) (1). For those who are enrolled in RR-TB 
treatment, recent advances, including 6-month oral 

regimens (2), have improved tolerability and in-
creased cure rates to >80%, but the need to identify 
drug resistance and direct patients with RR-TB down 
a second-line treatment pathway still complicates the 
diagnosis and treatment of TB.

Although tailored treatment remains a key pil-
lar in preventing antimicrobial-resistance in general, 
a lack of access to rapid drug-susceptibility testing 
(DST) for TB represents a critical issue in reduc-
ing inappropriate treatment, in which drugs for TB 
treatment are almost solely used for TB. The grow-
ing availability of novel drugs and drug candidates 
with low or no resistance (3,4) has enabled a pan-TB 
treatment approach, offering 1 universal treatment 
regimen and no requirement for DST before initiating 
treatment. The World Health Organization (WHO) 
target profile for a pan-TB regimen also calls for short 
duration and improved tolerability and forgiveness 
(i.e., ability to withstand nonadherence without nega-
tive consequences) compared with the current stan-
dard of care (5). Such a regimen has the potential 
to remove barriers to initiation of appropriate treat-
ment, improve treatment outcomes, and be effective 
and cost-effective (6). Although the regimen could be 
highly effective, the pan-TB approach requires that 
resistance to its component drugs is rare.

One concern about such a regimen is that wide-
spread use of new drugs could exert a selective pres-
sure that favors increases in resistance. Testing for 
both phenotypic and genotypic resistance to novel 
drugs remains limited and, because of technical dif-
ficulties, is likely to remain so in the near future (7). 
In the context of emerging resistance to a pan-TB regi-
men’s component drugs, continued use of the regi-
men without routine susceptibility testing could lead 
to resistance to multiple drugs in the regimen and 
poor clinical outcomes. In addition, use of current 
first-line drugs such as rifampin to retreat those with 
resistance to the pan-TB regimen could lead to the  
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New tuberculosis (TB) drugs with little existing antimi-
crobial resistance enable a pan-TB treatment regimen, 
intended for universal use without prior drug-suscepti-
bility testing. However, widespread use of such a regi-
men could contribute to an increasing prevalence of 
antimicrobial resistance, potentially rendering the pan-
TB regimen ineffective or driving clinically problematic 
patterns of resistance. We developed a model of mul-
tiple sequential TB patient cohorts to compare treatment 
outcomes between continued use of current standards 
of care (guided by rifampin-susceptibility testing) and a 
hypothetical pan-TB approach. A pan-TB regimen that 
met current target profiles was likely to initially outper-
form the standard of care; however, a rising prevalence 
of transmitted resistance to component drugs could 
make underperformance likely among subsequent co-
horts. Although the pan-TB approach led to an increased 
prevalence of resistance to novel drugs, it was unlikely 
to cause accumulation of concurrent resistance to novel 
drugs and current first-line drugs.
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development of TB strains simultaneously resistant to 
both pan-TB drugs and current first-line drugs, leav-
ing limited treatment options for affected persons.

Those resistance-related risks warrant particu-
larly careful consideration given that leading can-
didate regimens in development for the pan-TB 
indication share newer drugs such as bedaquiline 
and pretomanid with the regimens currently rec-
ommended for treating RR-TB (clinical trial nos. 
NCT05971602 [https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/
study/NCT05971602] and NCT06114628 [https://
www.clinicaltrials.gov/study/NCT06114628]) (8–
11). Although most TB, including most RR-TB, re-
mains susceptible to these new drugs, resistance has 
emerged quickly in some patient populations for 
whom they have been used. For example, in South 
Africa, an early adopter of bedaquiline for RR-TB 
treatment, as much as 8% of the 2017 RR-TB cohort 
also had bedaquiline resistance (12). Those data sug-
gest that resistance to some pan-TB regimen compo-
nents might be prevalent among patients with RR-TB 
by the time a pan-TB regimen becomes available and 
that similar emergence could occur among RS-TB if 
pan-TB regimens are not designed to guard against 
emergent resistance.

Evidence is limited on the pace of emerging re-
sistance or its effects on treatment outcomes, but an 
urgent need exists to anticipate pathways by which 
resistance could emerge. We used a modeling ap-
proach to explore the circumstances under which use 
of a pan-TB regimen could contribute to increasing 
resistance prevalence to new and existing drugs, pos-
ing resistance-related risks that could compromise 
the overall health benefit of a pan-TB strategy.

Methods
We developed a cohort model to evaluate clinical 
and drug-resistance outcomes over multiple succes-
sive cohorts of patients (Appendix Table 1, https:// 
wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/30/8/24-0541-App1.
pdf) (Figure 1). We followed each cohort from the 
time of initial TB diagnosis, comparing a pan-TB 
strategy with current standards of care. 

Modeling of Drugs, Regimens, and Drug Resistance
We explicitly modeled 3 drug classes as compo-
nents of treatment regimens and drug-susceptibil-
ity phenotypes: rifamycins including rifampin (R), 
diarylquinolines including bedaquiline (B), and 
an additional unspecified novel drug (X) that is a 

Figure 1. Treatment pathways for new TB patients in study of potential of pan-TB treatment to drive emergence of novel resistance, 
comparing a pan-TB treatment scenario (A) with the standard-of-care scenario (B). Retreatment pathways are shown in Appendix Figure 
1 (https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/30/8/24-0541-App1.pdf). BR-TB, diarylquinoline-resistant TB; RR-TB, rifampin-resistant TB; RS-TB, 
rifampin-susceptible TB; TB, tuberculosis; XR-TB, TB resistant to additional novel drug X; R DST, rifampin drug-susceptibility testing; B 
DST, diarylquinoline susceptibility testing; X DST, other novel drug (or drugs) susceptibility testing.
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component of RR-TB and pan-TB regimens. X was 
modeled on bedaquiline in its propensity to develop 
drug-resistance and the effects of that drug resis-
tance on treatment outcome. The standard-of-care 
regimen for treatment of RS-TB is denoted R but im-
plicitly includes additional drugs such as isoniazid, 
and the B- and X- containing regimen (BX) implicitly 
includes >1 additional novel drugs.

Phenotypes resistant to R, B, and X are shown as 
RR-TB, BR-TB, and XR-TB, respectively. Those phe-
notypic categories enable resistance to additional 
drugs whose resistance was not explicitly modeled; 
for example, RR-TB is usually isoniazid-resistant and 
may be fluoroquinolone-resistant, and XR-TB may be 
resistant to >1 components of the pan-TB regimen. We 
modeled resistance to each drug in simplified binary 
fashion, corresponding to accepted breakpoints for 
phenotypic resistance to rifampin and bedaquiline. 
We defined concurrent resistance both to R and to ei-
ther B, X, or both B and X as complex resistance in our 
model. We combined DST coverage and sensitivity to 
detect RR, BR, and XR phenotypes into probability-
of-resistance-detection parameters.

Initial Treatment Pathways
In the standard-of-care scenario, R was used to treat 
RS-TB. We assumed current levels of DST coverage 
for rifampin. BX was used for treatment of RR-TB, 
reflecting current WHO guidelines recommending 
BPaL(M) (13), and we assumed that future improve-
ments to the efficacy or safety of this regimen’s com-
ponent classes would be incorporated into future 
RR-TB regimens. We assumed that only a fraction of 
patients would undergo DST for B and X before RR-
TB treatment, estimated based on current fluoroqui-
nolone DST coverage. For patients with detected re-
sistance to rifamycins and >1 novel drugs (B or X), we 
assumed that an individualized second-line regimen 
would be constructed, with inclusion of either B or X 
(i.e., an X-based or B-based individualized regimen) 
if susceptibility to 1 of these drugs was retained and a 
conventional second-line regimen otherwise.

In the pan-TB scenario, we assumed use of the BX 
regimen for all new TB patients. In addition, no DST 
was conducted for any drugs before initial treatment.

Treatment Outcomes
We modeled 4 possible outcomes of TB treatment: 
durable cure, non-cure (i.e., treatment failure or re-
lapse) without acquisition of new resistance, non-
cure with acquisition of new resistance to some 
component of the treatment regimen, and death. 
Probabilities of cure accounted for nonadherence, 

the possibility of early treatment discontinuation, 
and the effects of any preexisting resistance (Appen-
dix Table 2); we separately estimated the likely out-
come for each possible combination of regimen and 
pretreatment resistance phenotype (Appendix Table 
3). Differences between regimens in terms of effica-
cy, duration of treatment, tolerability, and forgive-
ness correspond to a pan-TB target product profile 
developed by WHO (5), and we implicitly represent-
ed these factors as determinants of the proportion 
of patients durably cured on the basis of a previous 
study (14). For example, we implicitly represented 
the effect of poor treatment adherence attributable 
to low tolerability through a decreased probability 
of durable cure, dependent on regimen forgiveness. 
We assumed the same programmatic support across 
all regimens and did not explicitly consider regimen 
cost (including monitoring for side effects and other 
programmatic support) or ease of access to drugs, 
although those factors might be expected to have a 
differential effect on regimen use. We did not model 
rare acquisition of resistance to multiple regimen 
components during 1 treatment course.

Retreatment Pathways
For patients who did not recover or who relapsed af-
ter a first round of treatment, the selection of retreat-
ment regimens took into account the previous treat-
ment regimen, any previously known drug resistance 
and, potentially, the results of additional or repeat 
DST (Appendix Figure 1). In the standard-of-care sce-
nario, the mapping between known drug resistance 
and selected regimen was the same for retreatment as 
for initial treatment, but DST coverage for R (among 
patients not already known to have RR-TB) and for 
B and X (among patients with RR-TB) was higher in 
retreatment. In the pan-TB scenario, R was used as 
a retreatment regimen for patients with confirmed 
rifampin susceptibility, but BX continued to be the 
default regimen in retreatment for patients with no 
DST results. DST coverage for retreatment patients in 
the pan-TB scenario was the same as for new patients 
in the standard-of-care scenario. We also performed 
a sensitivity analysis where DST was performed at 
these levels for R but not for B or X and where DST 
coverage for R was 100%.

Time Approximation
To simulate the accumulation of resistance and its ef-
fect on outcomes over time, we extended the cohort 
model over multiple treatment cohorts representing 
successive generations of transmitted TB. Our rep-
resentation captured the number of generations of 
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transmission but ignored the (large variation in) cal-
endar time per generation. In estimating how trans-
mission from earlier cohorts contributed to a future 
cohort of new TB patients, we assumed that cohort 
sizes remained the same over time (i.e., an effective 
reproduction number of 1 in all scenarios). The dis-
tribution of resistance in each cohort (but not the ab-
solute size of the cohort) assumed that patients who 
had been unsuccessfully treated in previous cohorts 
had generated on average as much transmission after 
their initial diagnosis as before. Therefore, the initial 
drug-resistance composition of a given treatment co-
hort was a weighted average of the immediately pre-
ceding cohort at 3 different timepoints (at the start of 
treatment, after initial treatment, and after retreat-
ment) weighted by the proportion of the cohort still 
with TB at each of those timepoints. We modeled 10 
generations of new treatment cohorts.

Although our results can be loosely translated 
into calendar time (assuming, for example, that 1 
cohort generation of transmission corresponds to a 
serial interval of 1–2 years on average [15]), our es-
timation of timescales does not take into account the 
distributions of times to secondary case generation or 
to diagnosis, both of which can be highly varied and 
setting-dependent for TB (16–18). Overinterpretation 
of the generation time is inadvisable.

We assumed that 4% of cases in the first cohort 
were RR-TB (1), of which 2% were also resistant to 
B, on the basis of recent clinical data on bedaquiline 
resistance (12,19–21). Simultaneously, 0.2% of RS-TB 
cases had resistance to B, also assumed on the basis 
of clinical trial and surveillance data for bedaquiline 

(22,23). We assumed that initial prevalence of resis-
tance to X was zero. A sensitivity analysis considered 
higher baseline prevalence of BR (by the same relative 
factor among both RS-TB and RR-TB cases) to account 
for the possible accumulation of resistance between 
the present day and when pan-TB may become avail-
able in the future.

Parameter Uncertainty
Many of our parameter values had little data to in-
form them. As such, we selected wide uncertainty 
ranges on the basis of the range of estimates available 
in the literature. We assumed β distributions for all 
parameter values except the risk ratio describing the 
effect of existing resistance on further resistance ac-
quisition (Appendix Table 1), for which we assumed 
a uniform distribution because of the extremely high 
uncertainty and a desire to explore extreme values. To 
propagate uncertainty through the analysis, we cre-
ated 1,000 parameter sets simultaneously, indepen-
dently sampling from the distributions of all uncer-
tain parameters, and we reestimated the model with 
each of these parameter sets. We explored parameter 
extremes through 1- and 2-way sensitivity analyses.

Results

Model Approach
Over multiple cohorts of patients in both scenarios, 
the proportion of TB that was resistant to >1 modeled 
drug was projected to increase (i.e., the proportion of 
cases that was DS was projected to decrease) (Figure 
2). The change was estimated to be slightly faster in 

Figure 2. Prevalence of 
resistance phenotypes over 
multiple cohorts of TB treatment 
in study of potential of pan-TB 
treatment to drive emergence of 
novel resistance for standard-
of-care (A) and pan-TB (B) 
treatment scenarios. Shaded 
areas indicate 95% CIs. x-axis 
indicates scale indicates 
treatment generations. BR/XR, 
TB resistant to a diarylquinoline 
or novel drug X or both only; 
DS, drug-susceptible TB; RR, 
rifampin-resistant TB; RR+BR/
XR, TB resistant both to rifampin 
and to either a diarylquinoline, 
novel drug X, or both; TB, 
tuberculosis.
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the pan-TB scenario, such that by the 10th generation, 
only 61.0% (95% CI 42.3%–79.7%) of patients had no 
drug resistance under the pan-TB scenario, compared 
with 76.7% (95% CI 67.3%–86.0%) under the standard 
of care. However, those are proportion-based results 
and do not show changes in absolute TB incidence or 
drug-resistant TB incidence that may result from im-
proved regimens.

The drug resistance that initially emerged under 
the pan-TB scenario was primarily B or X mono-re-
sistance (mirroring the continued selection of R resis-
tance in the standard-of-care scenario), but over time, 
with DST-free use of the pan-TB regimen, simultane-
ous resistance to both B and X became more common 
(30.8% [95% CI 12.6%–48.9%] of all TB cases after 10 
cohorts of treatment) (Figure 2). We examined the 
routes by which patients with different resistance 
phenotypes arrive at their final treatment outcomes 
(Appendix Figure 2). 

Performance of Pan-TB versus Standard of Care
For a single cohort of patients, when sampling our 
uncertainty distributions for all parameters (includ-
ing initial prevalences of resistance) simultaneously, 
pan-TB was highly (85.9%) likely to result in more 
patients cured than the standard of care (Figure 3). In 
univariate analysis (fixing 1 parameter at an extreme 

of its uncertainty range while varying all others), the 
probability of standard of care outperforming pan-TB 
was observed to depend most heavily on the relative 
effectiveness of the pan-TB regimen compared with 
the standard of care in achieving durable cure among 
patients with DS-TB. The outperformance of the pan-
TB regimen compared with the standard of care, in an 
initial cohort of patients, was robust to variation in any 
single resistance-related parameter and to simultane-
ous variation in the prevalence of both R and B resis-
tance (Appendix Figure 3); however, assuming a high-
er prevalence of B resistance increased the sensitivity 
to other uncertain parameters (Appendix Figure 4).

Pan-TB Viability over Time
In addition to modeling the treatment outcomes of a 
single cohort with current levels of initial drug resis-
tance (Figure 3), we assessed how the effects of uncer-
tain model parameters can compound over multiple 
generations of transmission and treatment by com-
paring multiple generations of the standard of care 
to multiple generations of the pan-TB approach for 
each sampled set of parameters (Figure 4). We esti-
mated that the probability of pan-TB outperforming 
the standard of care in a patient cohort would drop 
to 38% within 10 generations (Figure 4, panel A) com-
pared with 86% in the initial patient cohort (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Univariate sensitivity 
analysis for initial TB treatment 
regimen comparison in study of 
potential of pan-TB treatment 
to drive emergence of novel 
resistance. Parameter sets are 
sampled with 1 parameter fixed 
at the extremes of its 95% CI. 
The outcome is the proportion 
of samples that result in more 
patients durably cured in the 
pan-TB scenario than the 
SoC scenario, within the first 
cohort of patients treated, 
and at current prevalence 
of resistance. Blue circles 
indicate use of upper bound 
of the parameter’s 95% CI; 
red circles indicate the lower 
bound. B, diarylquinolines; 
BX, diarylquinoline- and novel 
drug X–containing regimen; 
CFR, case-fatality ratio; DST, 
drug-susceptibility testing; R, 
rifamycins; re-treat, patients 
with previously treated TB; SoC, 
standard of care; X, additional 
novel drug X. 
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In sensitivity analyses that propagated uncertainty 
through multiple patient cohorts, the comparison be-
tween regimen outcomes in later cohorts remained 
sensitive to the regimens’ relative effectiveness for DS-
TB, but resistance-related parameters also increased 
in importance. The probability that the pan-TB regi-
men remained superior to the standard of care after 
10 generations could vary from 11% to 68% as a result 
of varying the per-treatment risk for acquired B resis-
tance and from 22% to 48% when varying the effects of 
that B resistance on efficacy. The durability of the pan-
TB approach was even more certain to be short when 
these 2 parameters were varied simultaneously (Figure 
4, panel B), when the corresponding parameters for 
both B and novel drug X were varied simultaneously 
(Appendix Figure 5), or when the rate of acquisition 
of resistance to novel drugs was increased (by extend-
ing the upper bound of the 95% CIs to 8%, as has been 
reported among RR-TB cohorts treated with bedaqui-
line, for example [13,24], and under programmatic con-
ditions for earlier regimens [25]) (Appendix Figure 6).

Emergence of Complex Resistance
The prevalence of concurrent, complex resistance 
both to R and to a novel drug (B, X, or both) increased 

at a similarly slow pace in both scenarios. The preva-
lence of complex resistance reached 6.0% (95% 2.3%–
9.8%) of all TB in the 10th treatment generation of the 
pan-TB scenario and 5.9% (95% CI 2.9%–9.0%) in the 
10th generation under the standard of care (Figure 
5, panel A). These trends in complex resistance were 
largely unaffected by the availability of R DST and B 
or X DST for retreatment patients in the pan-TB sce-
nario (Appendix Figure 7). The pan-TB scenario led 
to a higher prevalence of complex resistance than the 
standard of care when the acquisition rate of resis-
tance to novel drugs was low (such that much of the 
B resistance reflected selection among RR-TB before 
introduction of the pan-TB regimen) and the effect of 
that resistance on cure was high (Figure 5, panel B; 
Appendix Figure 8).

Discussion
Assuming that a pan-TB regimen was similarly ef-
ficacious against pan-susceptible TB as the current 
rifampin-susceptible TB regimen (leading to noninfe-
riority under optimal trial conditions) and also had 
a shorter duration and improved adherence (result-
ing in high effectiveness under real-world condi-
tions), we found that the pan-TB approach was very 

Figure 4. Sensitivity analysis for TB treatment regimen comparison after use in multiple patient cohorts in study of potential of pan-TB 
treatment to drive emergence of novel resistance. Comparison shows an outcome of proportion of patients durably cured in the 10th 
cohort when using either the pan-TB or the SoC approach for 10 cohorts. A) Univariate sensitivity analysis, sampling parameter sets 
with 1 parameter fixed at an extreme of its 95% CI, where blue circles indicate high parameter values and red circles low parameter 
values. B) Multivariate sensitivity analysis varying 2 resistance-related parameters simultaneously, where red indicates when pan-TB 
TB regimen performs better and blue when SoC regimen performs better. B, diarylquinolines; BX, diarylquinoline- and novel drug X–
containing regimen; CFR, case-fatality ratio; DST, drug susceptibility testing; R, rifamycins; re-treat, those with previously treated TB; 
SoC, standard of care; X, additional novel drug X.
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likely to outperform the standard of care when ini-
tially introduced, even with high levels of bedaqui-
line resistance in the population. As resistance to the 
pan-TB regimen accumulated (including resistance 
to multiple component novel drugs), the probability 
of outperformance declined rapidly. Still, the pan-TB 
approach was unlikely to cause accumulation of con-
current resistance to both novel and current drugs.

Our results affirm that introduction of a pan-TB 
regimen meeting current regimen-development tar-
gets is highly likely to initially improve population-
wide treatment outcomes, primarily as a result of 
improved outcomes for patients with DS-TB. How-
ever, our results also demonstrate the likelihood that, 
after several cycles of transmission, continued use of 
a single pan-TB regimen will no longer be viable be-
cause of emerging resistance, including resistance to 
multiple components of the pan-TB regimen. Some 
combination of regimen improvements and DST re-
introduction would be needed to maintain the im-
proved health outcomes that the pan-TB regimen had 
initially offered. Given a pipeline of more potent dia-
rylquinolines and novel drug classes (4), updating a 
pan-TB regimen to counteract this decline might be 
possible; however, further work is needed to compare 
the timescales of this emergence of resistance to those 

of regimen development and TB elimination and to 
understand the most effective responses to emerging 
resistance and their optimal timing.

Another potential concern about using novel 
drugs such as bedaquiline in all patients is that the 
broader population scale of acquired resistance might 
leave many patients without effective treatment op-
tions. We did not identify any clinical pathways by 
which this scenario was likely to occur. In our model, 
RR-TB was treated similarly in both scenarios (de-
pendent on DST coverage) and showed high enough 
rates of durable cure to cause preexisting RR-TB to 
decrease over time in the pan-TB scenario. Mean-
while, although we modeled retreatment with a rifa-
mycin-based regimen for a substantial proportion of 
RS-TB cases that were not cured with initial pan-TB 
regimen treatment (some of which had resistance to 
B, X, or both), we projected similar levels of complex 
resistance with this approach as with continued use 
of a rifamycin-based first-line regimen followed by 
use of novel drugs after selection of rifampin resis-
tance. This finding suggests that, even as resistance 
accumulated to components of a pan-TB regimen, 
most patients for whom the pan-TB regimen was inef-
fective would (once identified by DST) have existing 
rifamycin-based regimens as back-ups.

Figure 5. Prevalence of complex resistance to both R and a pan-TB treatment regimen component (B, X, or both) resulting from the 
pan-TB compared with standard-of-care scenario in study of potential of pan-TB treatment to drive emergence of novel resistance. A) 
Prevalence over treatment generations; B) probability that the pan-TB scenario leads to higher prevalence of complex resistance as 
a proportion of all TB after 10 cohorts. Red indicates when pan-TB regimen performs better (<50% probability of higher prevalence of 
complex resistance) and blue when SoC regimen performs better. B, diarylquinolines; SoC, standard of care; TB, tuberculosis. 
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In reality, many of the characteristics of future 
pan-TB regimens are unknown. Although the pan-
TB target regimen profile seeks to improve regimen 
duration, tolerability, and pharmacologic forgive-
ness, the effects of those improvements on adherence 
and ultimately effectiveness may be unpredictable 
and setting-dependent. Our model suggests that 
if the difference in effectiveness is small between a 
pan-TB regimen and the rifamycin-based alternative 
for treating RS-TB, then the health advantages of the 
pan-TB regimen will be smaller and contingent on 
maintaining a low prevalence of resistance to drugs 
in the pan-TB regimen. Moreover, even for a pan-TB 
regimen much more effective than the standard of 
care, unfavorable resistance-related regimen charac-
teristics could eventually threaten that effectiveness. 
For a pan-TB regimen to continue to achieve high 
rates of cure in the long term, it needs to be construct-
ed to guard against acquisition of resistance to all of 
its components or to ensure that regimen efficacy re-
mains high in the presence of any forms of resistance 
that are likely to emerge.

Our results are limited by a lack of data on ele-
ments of the pan-TB regimen, in particular around 
the acquisition and effect of resistance. Those data 
are limited for current novel drugs such as bedaqui-
line and are based entirely on assumptions for other 
drugs that may compose future pan-TB regimens. We 
also approximated as zero the probability of acquiring 
resistance to multiple regimen components during 1 
treatment course; however, there may be scenarios in 
which multiple drugs share resistance pathways and 
simultaneous acquisition is common. Further, our ap-
proach could be improved by the use of a transmission 
model, both for estimating the timescales of temporal 
trends and for estimating changes in absolute TB inci-
dence as a result of more effective regimens. Our focus 
on cycles of transmission and proportions of patients 
with resistance could have led to an overestimate in 
the absolute prevalence of resistance generated by the 
pan-TB regimen, given that we did not fully account 
for reductions in transmission or potential dispropor-
tionate removal of DS-TB because of successful cure. 
Furthermore, our results are based on target regimen 
profiles, which assume that pan-TB regimens will be 
more effective than existing DS-TB regimens. We as-
sume that if such regimens were available, they would 
be used at a minimum for patients with RR-TB, which 
leads to the counterintuitive standard-of-care scenario, 
where treatment outcomes for patients with RR-TB are 
better than for those with DS-TB.

Overall, we found that a pan-TB regimen adher-
ing to the current target regimen profile is unlikely 

to drive an increase in complex resistance to both 
novel and older TB drugs. However, pan-TB regi-
mens that are associated with both frequent acqui-
sition of resistance and large associated reductions 
in efficacy, as well as pan-TB regimens that only 
marginally outperform the existing standard of care 
when introduced, could have short-lived viability 
as pan-TB regimens, requiring either regimen re-
placement or reintroduction of DST to maintain the 
improved health outcomes that a pan-TB regimen 
would initially offer. As new regimens are scaled up, 
TB programs will need to ensure effective support 
for adherence and regimen completion, implement 
systems to identify and effectively treat patients 
who experience treatment failure or TB recurrence 
and conduct ongoing surveillance to track any rise 
in resistance to the new regimens.
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